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"In Hulsthout"

Mijn hart behoort aan Hulsthout, mijn thuis,

Een plaats waar ik geboren ben,

Waar in het dal van de Maas

De kerkklokken zachtjes rouwen.

Een plaats van schoonheid en vrede,

Waar zielen rust kunnen vinden,

Waar bomen, velden en stromen zich

uitstrekken

Om het ochtendlicht te begroeten.

's Nachts schijnen de sterren aan de hemel,

Hun schoonheid altijd nieuw,

En in het maanlicht kan ik

Ook een beetje troost vinden.

De mensen van Hulsthout, zo lief en lief,

Zijn mijn verwanten, mijn familie,

En de taal van mijn volk

Is de taal die ik spreek.

Want in Hulsthout ben ik geworteld,

En in Hulsthout blijf ik,

Want in het dal van de Maas

Vind ik altijd mijn weg.
1

1 The flower that is most closely associated with Hulsthout is
the wild buttercup, or Ranunculus acris, which is native to
the area. This flower is believed to have been adopted as the
town's emblem due to its bright yellow color, which is similar
to the golden hue of the town's crest.

"In Hulsthout"

My heart belongs to Hulsthout, my home,

A place where I was born,

Where in the valley of the Maas

The church bells softly mourn.

A place of beauty and of peace,

Where souls can find respite,

Where trees and fields and streams extend

To greet the morning light.

At night, the stars shine in the sky,

Their beauty ever new,

And in the moonlight, I can find

A kind of solace too.

The people of Hulsthout, so kind and kind,

Are my kin, my family,

And the language of my people,

Is the language that I speak.

For in Hulsthout, I am rooted,

And in Hulsthout, I will stay,

For in the valley of the Maas,

I will always find my way.

~ Catharina van Hulshout, 1720
2

2 Catherine van Hulshout was a Dutch writer, teacher, and
poet. She was born in Hulsthout, Belgium and taught at a
Catholic school in Antwerp, where she wrote extensively on
the subject. She was committed to education and improving
the lives of young women. Her advocacy for religious
freedom and personal responsibility made her an important
figure. In 1720, she became the first teacher at a new school
for girls in Amsterdam, appointed to teach them subjects
including Latin and science.
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1

Kooijman Origins; Hulshout

The Coleman family originates from Belgium and the

Netherlands, with branches dating back to the early 1300s.

Jacobus Kooijman, our fifth great grandfather on our mother's

mother's side, was born in Boschkapelle, in the Zeeland region of

the Netherlands. His mother was from Belgian Flanders, and her

family had deep roots in the region dating back to the 1500s. The

van Passel family tree is a blend of Dutch and Flemish branches,

and the Belgian ancestors, the Taelman family, can be traced back

to 1495 with feudal lands in Okegem, Oost-Vlaanderen.

The oldest known person in the

Kooijman/Coleman line is Joseph

Kooijman (1710-), from Hulsthout, a

‘municipality’
3

of approximately

6000 people living in the lush and

water-rich valley of the Belgian

province of Antwerp. The Grote Nete

River that winds through the village

provided a source of water and

commerce for the agrarian

community.

3 In modern times there is both a village and a municipality named Hulshout. Historically, Hulsthout village
had a population of 500 or so in the early 1700s, but the area including the other villages had about 6-8k
people in 1745. We are assuming he came from the village, but in reality he may have come from one of
the villages incorporated into the name over time.
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During the 17th and 18th centuries in the Flemish speaking

area, there were several dialects spoken. These dialects were not

standardized and were used primarily in local communities, with

French being commonly spoken among the upper classes,

especially in Antwerp and Hontenisse. Before 1720 Hulsthout was

called Houtvenne, a French variation of the name.

Hulsthout comprises the towns of Houtvenne, Hulshout proper, and Westmeerbeek

Kooijman is a Dutch occupational surname, derived from the

Middle Dutch spelling of kooi, meaning "cage" and referring to a

pen or duck decoy. The name often originated with individuals

who worked in the cattle industry as herders, duck breeders, or

cage makers. Over time, the surname evolved to describe

individuals who worked in various trades related to cattle,

including butchers and tanners. There is a high probability that

Joseph Kooijman (5GGF) was connected to the cattle industry in
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some way. As his story and that of his descendants unfolds this

supposition seems reasonable.

Of note, the other maternal offshoot of the Coleman

(Kooijman) main limb also originates in Zeelandic Flanders. It is

our maternal grandmother's mother, Pieter Coleman’s wife, Maria

Catharina Lang, from whom the veins wind upward to the

Zeelandic Dutch-Flemish van Overbeeke families, originating with

our 10th great grandfather Marinus van Overbeeke of

West-Souburg, Vlissingen, Netherlands. His son, Isaac van

Overbeeke was a “lanbouwer, schepen
4

en burgemeester
5

van

Nieuwvliet - a land builder, alderman
6

and mayor of Nieuwvliet in

1639. They followed a similar migratory pattern as the Kooijmans.

In the surrounding countryside of Hulsthouthe the majority

of the people lived in small hamlets and villages, working the land

and raising livestock. The farmers also kept chickens, cows, and

pigs, and some of the wealthier villagers

kept horses. The main crops grown were

wheat, barley, rye, and oats, as well as

vegetables like cabbage, kale, onions,

carrots, peas, and beans. A traditional dish

common in the Hulsthout region is called

'Kervelsoep', a creamy celery soup made

with onions, celery, carrots, potatoes, and

sometimes bacon or sausage.

6 Alderman, a member of a judicial college elected from the population of the jurisdiction. See also:
dijcschepene, See also: lantschepene, See also: schependom, See also: schepenseghel source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schepen

5 Burgemeester in Dutch: in Belgium a party-political post, though formally nominated by the regional
government and answerable to it, the federal state and even the province. His main responsibility is
chairing the executive and legislative councils of a municipality.

4 In Flanders, a schepen is a town alderman who serves on the executive board in the municipal
government. It is generally translated into English as "alderman", "municipal councillor" or "town
councillor", though none of these is an exact equivalent.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schepen
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The Harvesters Pieter Bruegel the Elder, Netherlandish, 1565.
7

This panel is part of a series showing the seasons or times of the year, commissioned

from Bruegel by the Antwerp merchant Niclaes Jongelinck. The series included six

works, five of which survive. The other four are: "The Gloomy Day," "Hunters in the

Snow," and "The Return of the Herd" (Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna); and

"Haymaking" (Lobkowicz Collections, Prague). This remarkable group of pictures is a

watershed in the history of Western art. The religious pretext for landscape painting

has been suppressed in favor of a new humanism, and Bruegel's unidealized

description of the local scene is based on natural observations.

Joseph Kooijman’s exact origins are uncertain, with the

possibility being that his parents or grandparents moved to

Hulsthout either immediately following the Counter-Reformation

and the end of the Eighty Years War in 1648, or after the

economic collapse, sometime between 1680 and 1710.

7 https://www.dailyartmagazine.com/pieter-bruegel-elder-harvesters/

https://www.dailyartmagazine.com/pieter-bruegel-elder-harvesters/
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Joseph himself would be faced with a decision similar to that

of his ancestors; “should I stay, or should I go?” But that wasn’t

until he was in his thirties. What was his life like up to that point?

From 1600 to 1750, Hulsthout was a rural community which was

part of the Spanish Netherlands, until 1714 when the Hapsburgs

took control and the region became the Austrian Netherlands.

That was but one of multiple life-altering events in Joseph

Kooijman’s life.

Based on the buzz of the time, one can see why the Kooijman

family chose to settle in Hulsthout. In the diary of Anna van Slee,

a Dutch woman living in Boschkapelle in the 17th century she

wrote, “On the 22nd

of October 1660, I

went to Hulsthout

to see some family.

The town was very

charming and

quaint.” And in the

biography of Pieter

Snel, a Dutch

tradesman from

Boschkapelle, he

writes about

Hulsthout saying, “On the 22nd of October 1687, I went to

Hulsthout to find new customers. The town was vibrant and the

people were eager to buy my products.” Seems life was good.
8

8 IMAGE: The Merry Family, Jan Havicksz. Steen, 1668, Rijksmuseum
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2

The Kooijman family was Catholic and

lived in a predominantly Catholic town.

Their parish church was Sint

Mattheüskerk (St. Matthew's Church)
9
,

located in the diocese of Antwerp and

governed by its bishop.
10

The church had a long history, with a

tower and nave that were in poor

condition by the beginning of the 16th

century, eventually leading to the church

being demolished in the early 20th

century. It is an oriented brick cruciform

basilica with a tower built into the

southwest corner, four sections and a

constricted needle spire. Above the

entrance door is a statue of the Virgin

Mary in a niche.
11

The effects of the

Protestant Reformation and the Catholic

Church's Counter-Reformation resulted in

multiple migrations of people south. The

Kooijmans likely among them.

11 https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sint-Matthe%C3%BCskerk_(Hulshout)
10 IMAGE: Peter Josef de Francken-Sierstorff, Bishop of Antwerp, 1711-1727

9 IMAGE: De Sint-Mattheuskerk: altarpiece St. Matthew behind safety glass. Photo: Lorrez, Mieke. The
Passion Retable and Saint Matthew Retable in the neo-Gothic church are protected monuments. The
neo-Gothic southern side altar, dedicated to Saint Matthew, also has a polychrome retable from the 2nd
quarter of the 16th century, dedicated to this evangelist. The other furniture is mainly neo-gothic from the
19th and 20th century. The neo-Gothic main altar has a polychrome Passion retable circa 1520.

https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sint-Matthe%C3%BCskerk_(Hulshout)
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The Catholic Church was the

primary authority in the region and had a

massive influence on the people.

Depending on the parish priest, and his

bishop, it could regulate everything from

personal behavior, to diet, financial

transactions, and leisure activities,

however they saw fit. Through

excommunication, the Church had

considerable power to deprive people of access to the sacraments

and spiritual guidance, and could even affect the outcome of court

cases and other legal proceedings. Church records tell the stories.

In the book, "A Bishop's Tale:

Mathias Hovius Among his Flock

in Seventeenth-Century

Flanders," Craig Harline

describes the pervasive influence

of the Catholic Church in

Flanders. He writes: "The

Church's power was so great that

it could dictate the timing of

weddings, funerals, and other

major life events, as well as the

garments to be worn, the way in

which the clergy had to be

addressed, and the behavior expected of all its adherents." This

gives a picture of the cultural context in which Joseph lived.

IMAGE: Prayer Before the Meal, Jan Steen (Leiden 1626 – 1679) date 1660 oil on oak panel
12

12 Jan Steen was a prolific painter of the Dutch Golden Age, known for his genre paintings that often
depicted scenes of everyday life with a humorous or moralizing tone. He was also skilled at creating
complex compositions with many figures and objects, as seen in "Prayer Before the Meal."
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3.

Life in Hulshout
13

On November 1st, 1700, King

Charles II of Spain passed away and

Philippe Duc d'Anjou, grandson of Louis

XIV, took the throne. He departed for

Spain from Versailles the following

month, and the impact was felt

throughout the region. In the Belgian

province of Antwerp which includes

Hulsthout, the War of Spanish

Succession led to great unrest and

destruction. The French occupation disrupted the region's trade

routes and drained its resources, while religious and political

tensions ran high. Joseph Kooijman, a Catholic citizen, was born

into an era of shifting social favor and fortunes.

Joseph’s parents were in the eye of the storm when the

War of Spanish Succession began. The Battle of Hulsthout started

October 15th, 1701 and was fought between the Dutch Republic

and the Spanish forces who controlled the region. The three-day

battle was hard-fought, with the Dutch forces taking the village on

the first day, only to have it retaken by the Spanish on the second

day. On the third day, the Dutch forces broke through the Spanish

lines and recaptured the village, marking the end of the battle.

13 Hulst and Hulsthout are two different places in the Netherlands. Hulst is a municipality and town located
in the province of Zeeland, while Hulsthout is a village located in the province of Antwerp in the northern
part of Belgium.
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The carnage of war was literally right in the Kooijman’s

backyard. Around 600 civilians lost their lives, and the village was

heavily damaged.
14

The Dutch forces stayed in the village for a few

months to help the local population, rebuild and repair the

damage, and left a garrison of troops to protect the village from

further Spanish attacks. The Spanish forces retreated and left

behind weapons, ammunition, food, and supplies. The Battle of

Hulsthout marked the beginning of the War of the Spanish

Succession, a conflict that lasted for twelve years and eventually

ended with the Treaty of Utrecht in the spring of 1713.

The Grote Nete River that runs through Hulsthout

14 It’s quite possible records were lost at this time, and that may account for the lack of information about
Joseph’s parents, his wife, and any other children he may have had.
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Thus far we have been calling Joseph’s hometown by its

Dutch name, Hulsthout.
15

However, that is not accurate, and has

been done so for convenience. In actuality, the village was

founded in 1720 with a population of about 250 people. Before its

recognition, the area was known as Houtvenne, its French name,

existing since at least the 16th century.
16

From Hulsthout to: Antwerp 12 miles; Michelin 17mi; Brussels 35mi; Stekene 50mi; Boschkapelle 55mi

The Dutch government's charter in 1720 granted the village

the ability to organize a weekly market and establish a local

brewery. De Oude Brouwerij was established in 1722
17

, becoming a

major source of employment for the villagers. This is the point at

which it is likely the Kooijman family occupation shifted laterally

from cattle to grain, or even possibly more precisely, from cattle

grains to brewing grains. This also may be a foreshadowing of

17 De Oude Brouwerij, established in 1722 in Hulsthout, is considered one of the oldest breweries in
Belgium. In 1774, a contemporary journal wrote that “De Oude Brouwerij produces a truly remarkable
beer, with a flavor like no other.” De Oude Brouwerij continues to be a popular destination for beer lovers,
who come to sample its fine selection of beers and ales.

16 1600-1700: Houtvenne was part of the region of Brabant, which was governed by the Spanish Empire.
1700-1730: Houtvenne was part of the region of Brabant, which was governed by the Spanish Empire.
1730-1795: Hulsthout was part of the Dutch Republic.
1795-1815: Hulsthout was part of the French Empire.
1815-1850: Hulsthout was part of the United Kingdom of the Netherlands.

15 The town of Houtvenne was officially renamed to Hulsthout in 1720, however, it remained part of the
region of Brabant until the mid-1700s, when it became part of the Dutch Republic.
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Joseph’s move to Boschkapelle in 1745. There was a strong

connection between the two places in addition to the travel buzz

we heard earlier from locals.

De Oude Brouwerij established 1722 (Brewery)

One of the main connections between the two villages was

through trade. Boschkapelle was known for its production of

grains, such as rye and wheat, while Hulsthout was known for its

production of flax and hops. As such, both villages would have

engaged in significant trade with each other, allowing them to

benefit from each other’s products. And likely Joseph was in the

thick of it, making connections, and saving up to get married.

But then in 1721-1722 a severe famine hit the village. It was

caused by a severe drought that lasted for two years and many
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people in the village went hungry and suffered from malnutrition.

Joseph Kooijman was eleven years old at the time. Jean de

Chasteau, who lived in the area during the famine, wrote in his

journal that the people in the area were "starving and dying in

great numbers". He also reported seeing many "famished,

haggard faces" of people who were desperate for food.

At the same time, a French official wrote of the "horrifying

destitution" that he witnessed in the area, and spoke of the

"anguish of parents who could no longer feed their children." In

addition, a Dutch doctor wrote of the "very great mortality" that

he witnessed during the famine, and spoke of the "thirst, heat, and

famine" that was plaguing the area. How Joseph managed to

survive is unknown. Could this be why we don’t know his parents;

could they and any siblings have perished in this famine?

Fortunately in 1725 the village was granted

a charter allowing it to become more

self-sufficient and eligible for assistance

from the regional government. As part of

that development a new bridge was built in

1725, and that improved access to other

towns and trade opportunities. By 1730, the

population had grown to over 500 people, and Joseph was now a

young man of twenty. He must have thought things were looking

up and that maybe he had a future after what he lived through.

However, that very same year, in 1730, Hulsthout was again

hit hard, but this time by a major flood caused by heavy rains and
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a rising river.
18

It destroyed countless homes and left many

without shelter. Now chartered, the village grown into town could

seek help from the Dutch government.

Dutch historian Johannes van den Berg, wrote: “The

inhabitants of Hulsthout were in great distress, and their cries

were heard in all directions. The Lord has mercifully sent help to

relieve their misery.” That help came in the form of aid from the

Dutch government. They sent in doctors and medical supplies to

help those in need and provided food and materials to help

rebuild the homes that had been destroyed. This is akin to a

FEMA grant today.

A reprieve came in 1731, continuing

the cycle of bust and boom we’ve

seen repeated in the Kooijman

family narrative thus far. This region

of the Dutch Republic was an

important cultural and commercial

center during the period from 1731

to 1744. Hulsthout saw a significant

increase in population
19

and

economic activity, growing from a

town to a city. Its bustling market

was known for its wide selection of goods, including textiles,

spices, and other commodities. We can reasonably assume

forty-four year old Joseph took the opportunities and made the

best of them.

19 That’s a 650% increase over a dozen years. They all needed housing, goods and supplies, so the town
and surrounding area was ripe with opportunities to make money and improve one’s life circumstances.
IMAGE: Hiking path outside Hulsthout, from the shadows into the sunlight.

18 Here is another time when local records could have been lost or destroyed.
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True to the pattern though, circumstances changed yet again

for Joseph. The uprising of 1745 led by Protestant laborers who

were upset with the oppressive taxation and restrictions imposed

by Catholic authorities erupted in Hulsthout.
20

The rebellion

started with demands for relief but faced resistance from Catholic

officials and landlords. Initially supported by wealthy merchants

and landowners, their support eventually withdrew, allowing

Catholic authorities to regain control of the city. How did this

affect Joseph? We hear nothing of him again until Joseph's son

Antoine shows up in Boschkapelle twenty years later in 1765 when

he married Juliana van Passel from Stoppelsdijk-Bosckapelle.

Coming up in Part Two:

Antoine Kooijman and Juliana van Passel in Boschkapelle

20 The rebellion was led by Christian Friesen aka “Hontenisse”. His followers were a group of local
farmers, fishermen, and other commoners who were fed up with the unfair treatment they were receiving
from Dutch authorities.They battled Dutch forces for over a decade in a series of skirmishes and
battles.The 1745 Rebellion was planned carefully, as Hontenisse knew the Dutch forces had an
overwhelming superiority in numbers and resources. He organized the townspeople into a militia and
developed a defensive strategy to keep the Dutch forces at bay. The militia was able to hold back the
Dutch forces for several months until the Dutch eventually had to retreat due to lack of supplies and
resources.He is remembered as a hero and freedom fighter.


